Thank you for the opportunity to provide testimony to the Committee and the Subcommittees on Civil Rights and Human Services and Workforce Protections, on the Paycheck Fairness Act, H.R. 7, and the Pregnant Workers Fairness Act, H.R. 1065. The National Women’s Law Center (NWLC) has worked for more than 45 years to advance and protect women’s equality and opportunity and has long worked to remove barriers that women face in the workplace. Protecting against pay discrimination and pregnancy discrimination are at the core of these efforts and are key to addressing longstanding gender inequality at work. Fast action on these bills is especially critical as the COVID-19 pandemic has underscored and exacerbated gender inequities and barriers in the workplace.


The COVID-19 pandemic has laid bare the deep gaps in our economic and social infrastructure that have resulted from decades of underinvestment and policy choices that failed to center the needs of women, especially Black, Latina, Native American, and Asian American and Pacific Islander women, and other women of color. Women of color are bearing the brunt of the COVID-19 pandemic and recession: as essential workers risking their lives for minimum wage, as those who have most borne devastating job losses, and those who are shouldering the majority of responsibility for caregiving without necessary supports.

Women are especially likely to be on the front lines of the pandemic; at the same time, they are also being paid less than their male counterparts. For example, 93% of child care workers, 66% of grocery store cashiers/salespeople, 70% of waiters and waitresses, and 77% of clothing/shoe store cashiers/salespeople are women. Women—disproportionately Black women and Latinas—make up more than eight in ten of those working as home health aides, personal care aides, and nursing assistants; they are also at great risk for contracting COVID-19. Women of color also are overrepresented in the child care workforce; one in five (20%) child care workers are Latina, and an additional 19% are Black women.

Even before the pandemic, women typically lost more than $10,000 per year to the gender wage gap, with even higher losses for women of color. Earnings lost to the wage gap are exacerbating the financial
effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, falling particularly heavily on women of color and the families who depend on their income, and preventing them from being able to build a financial cushion to weather the health and economic impacts of the pandemic.

COVID-19 also has brought home the many ways pregnant workers are left unprotected at work. Three in ten pregnant workers are employed in the same ten occupations, and two of the occupations with the greatest share of pregnant workers are nurses and nursing and home health aides. These jobs are physically demanding—requiring prolonged standing, long work hours, irregular work schedules, heavy lifting, and high physical activity. Therefore, pregnant workers in these occupations are likely to need accommodations. During COVID-19, an accommodation could be properly fitting personal protective equipment, or placement in a non-COVID wing of a healthcare facility. The need for a clear accommodations standard is especially urgent given data on COVID infection rates for pregnant women; a February 2021 study published in the American Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology found that the COVID-19 infection rate in pregnant people was 70% higher than similarly aged adults. Home health aides, personal care aides, and nursing assistants are among the lowest paid workers across all industries and occupations, meaning they are frequently risking their lives to care for patients while being paid poverty-level wages with no cushion to fall on. Low-paid jobs also frequently lack health insurance or other benefits—like paid sick days and paid family and medical leave—making the need for access to pregnancy accommodations all the more important.

In addition to being overrepresented in essential jobs, women have borne the majority of job losses since the pandemic hit. The unemployment rate for women of color remains exceptionally high: nearly 1 in 11 Black women ages 20 and over (8.9%) were unemployed in February 2021, more than 1 in 12 Latinas ages 20 and over (8.5%), and nearly 1 in 16 Asian women ages 20 and over (6.0%). At the same time, the lack of supports during the pandemic for individuals who are caregivers as well as breadwinners has forced women out of the workforce in droves. The total number of women who have left the labor force since the start of the pandemic reached over 2.3 million in January 2021, leaving women’s labor force participation rate—the percent of adult women who are either working or looking for work—at 57.0%. Before the pandemic, women’s labor force participation rate had not been this low since 1988. Black women and Latinas continue to be hit particularly hard by the economic crisis, and workers in low-paid jobs, like retail, hospitality, and child care have shouldered much of the job loss. January 2021 jobs data indicates that many unemployed people have been out of work for most of the COVID-19 crisis. Among adult women ages 20 and over who were unemployed last month, 2 in 5 (40.3%) had been out of work for 6 months or longer.

The repercussions of women’s unemployment will reverberate for years to come, as women navigate not only the loss of seniority and advancement opportunities, but also barriers to re-entering the workforce in an economy that has fundamentally shifted available job opportunities. These high jobless numbers and low workforce participation numbers threaten to exacerbate gender wage gaps when women return to employment. Women workers seeking to re-enter the workforce after the COVID-19 crisis will need every tool at their disposal to avoid long term harm to their wages, and the ability to challenge discrimination that may arise. The pandemic has heightened the need for both the Paycheck Fairness Act and the Pregnant Workers Fairness Act. We urge Congress to act quickly to pass these critical bills.
II. **Congress Must Pass the Paycheck Fairness Act to Strengthen Equal Pay Laws and Ensure Women and Families' Economic Security.**

Over the past fourteen years, the push for equal pay has shifted state laws across the country and transformed the way companies do business, but Congress has failed to keep up. In 2007, when five members of the U.S. Supreme Court held that the law provided no remedy to Lilly Ledbetter for the pay discrimination she suffered for years at Goodyear it sparked a new movement for equal pay. In 2009, Congress passed the Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act, rejecting the Supreme Court’s decision and making clear in the law what is clear to every person who has been shortchanged by pay discrimination—that every time you receive a paycheck that is smaller due to discrimination is a new discriminatory act that may be challenged under the law. But rather than the end of the fight, this was the beginning of a new opportunity to finally make the promise of the Equal Pay Act a reality. In recent years, polling has consistently shown that equal pay is a priority for voters, regardless of party: in an 2020 election eve poll, 77% of voters surveyed agreed, and 63% strongly agreed, that the next President and Congress should focus on “closing the gender wage gap and ensuring equal pay.” The fight for equal pay and critical policy reforms such as the Paycheck Fairness Act, H.R. 7, has now taken on a new urgency in light of the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.

A. The wage gap harms women and their families.

The Paycheck Fairness Act would help close longstanding gender and racial wage gaps by updating and strengthening the Equal Pay Act of 1963 to ensure that it provides robust protection against sex-based pay discrimination—and as a consequence, promote family economic security. Women are increasingly the primary or co-breadwinner in their families and cannot afford to be shortchanged any longer by persistent gender pay gaps. Overall, when the wages of all women are compared to the wages of all men, women in the United States are only paid 82 cents for every dollar paid to men. The gender wage gap is widest for many women of color; among women who hold full-time, year-round jobs in the United States, Black women are typically paid 63 cents, Native American women 60 cents, and Latinas just 55 cents for every dollar paid to white, non-Hispanic men. White, non-Hispanic women are paid 79 cents and Asian women 87 cents for every dollar paid to white, non-Hispanic men, and wage gaps for Asian American and Pacific Islander women of some ethnic and national backgrounds are much larger.

This wage gap has remained stagnant for a decade. Women are still paid less than men in nearly every occupation, and studies show that even controlling for race, region, unionization status, education, experience, occupation, and industry leaves 38% of the pay gap unexplained.

The gender wage gap significantly diminishes the earning power of women. In 2019, women’s median earnings were $10,157 less per year than the median earnings for men. Put another way: that is equal to about three months of rent, three months of child care payments, three months of health insurance premiums, two months of groceries, four months of student loan payments, and six tanks of gas.

The wage gap affects women as soon as they enter the labor force, expands over time, and leaves older women with a gap in retirement income. Over the course of a 40-year career, a woman beginning her career today typically stands to lose $406,280 to the wage gap. Women of color stand to lose the most, with Black women typically losing $964,400, Native American women losing $986,240, and Latinas losing $1,163,920 over their lifetime to the wage gap as compared to white, non-Hispanic men.
The gender wage gap is one contributing factor that has pushed millions of women out of the workforce during the COVID-19 pandemic as our nation’s caregiving infrastructure broke down and families were forced to make impossible decisions about whose income they could “afford” to lose. Women’s high jobless numbers and low workforce participation numbers also threaten to exacerbate gender wage gaps when women return to employment. Lost earnings due to the wage gap and unemployment not only leave women without a financial cushion to weather the current crisis, but also make it harder for them to build wealth, contributing to racial and gender wealth gaps and creating barriers to families’ economic prosperity.

Women were already struggling to make ends meet before the pandemic; closing the wage gap is essential for helping to lift women and children out of poverty. In 2019, nearly one in nine women in the U.S. lived in poverty, with high rates for women of color, including 18% of Native American women, 18% of Black women, and 15% of Latinas. More than 1 in 3 families headed by unmarried mothers lived in poverty in 2019, and 60% of all poor children lived in families headed by unmarried mothers. Six months into the pandemic, in October 2020 one in six Latinas (16.5%) and one in five Black, non-Hispanic women (20.1%) reported not having enough food in the past week, and many reported being behind on rent or mortgage payments. Closing the wage gap is not only fair, it is urgently needed to address the economic impacts of the pandemic.

B. Equal pay would provide an enormous economic boost.

Addressing discrimination and closing the gender wage gap would have a significant positive impact on the economy. A recent study found that if women received the same compensation as their comparable male co-workers, the poverty rate for all working women would be reduced by half, from 8.1% to 3.9%. Increased wages would augment these workers’ consumer spending power and benefit businesses and the economy. Another study by McKinsey estimates that by closing the wage gap entirely, women’s labor force participation would increase and $4.3 trillion in additional gross domestic product could be added in 2025, about 19% more than would otherwise be generated in 2025.

C. Current law falls short.

Pay discrimination remains difficult to detect in the first instance. Because pay often is cloaked in secrecy, when a discriminatory salary decision is made, it is seldom as obvious to an affected employee as a demotion, a termination, or a denial of a promotion. Employees face significant obstacles in gathering the information that would suggest that they have experienced pay discrimination, which undermines their ability to challenge such discrimination. Punitive pay secrecy policies and practices allow this form of discrimination not only to persist, but to become institutionalized.

Lilly Ledbetter’s story demonstrates how the culture of secrecy around pay allows pay discrimination to persist for years, unchecked, and the difficulties workers face in successfully challenging and being made whole for pay discrimination under our current laws. Lilly worked at Goodyear for 19 years before discovering that she was being paid less than her male counterparts, thanks to an anonymous note. When she brought a Title VII pay discrimination suit against her employer, the jury awarded her over $3 million in damages, which were promptly reduced to $300,000 due to statutory damages caps. And
when her suit came before the Supreme Court, the Court ruled against her, holding that employers could not be sued for pay discrimination under Title VII if the employer’s original discriminatory pay decision occurred more than 180 days before the employee initiated her claim. In other words, the Court held that Lilly Ledbetter would have had to challenge her unfair pay as one of her first acts on the job. Congress acted quickly in response, and the Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act of 2009 restored the protection against pay discrimination stripped away by the Court, making clear that each discriminatory paycheck, not just an employer’s original decision to engage in pay discrimination, resets the 180-day time period.

The Ledbetter Act has resulted in real, concrete gains for victims of pay discrimination, ensuring that the doors of the courthouse remain open. Because of the Ledbetter Act, workers who learn that they have been paid unfairly—like Lilly Ledbetter—have been able to challenge and remedy pay discrimination that otherwise would have gone unchecked.

But while the Ledbetter Act was a necessary and important victory, it simply restored the law to the status quo that existed before the Supreme Court’s Ledbetter decision. It did not address the significant deficiencies in our equal pay laws, which are limited in the tools they provide to detect and combat wage discrimination, and have been further weakened by a series of judicial interpretations. For instance, the problems created by pay secrecy are compounded by inadequate remedies under the law that fail to incentivize employers to consistently take proactive steps to address and correct pay discrimination in the first instance. Courts’ narrow interpretations of the required elements of an Equal Pay Act claim have made it exceedingly difficult for workers to prevail. At the same time, and as set out in greater detail below, courts have also opened loopholes in the Equal Pay Act, interpreting it in ways that undermine its basic goal, allowing employers to justify sex-based pay disparities based on practices and factors that have nothing to do with the experience, education, or skills required for the job, such as relying on an applicant’s prior salary, negotiation skills, or family economic situation. The remedial purposes of the Equal Pay Act have been gravely undermined over the years, creating an urgent need for the critical reforms in the Paycheck Fairness Act outlined below.

D. The Paycheck Fairness Act would provide critically important protections.

The Paycheck Fairness Act would update and strengthen the Equal Pay Act in several critical ways to ensure that it provides robust protection against sex-based pay discrimination and promotes pay transparency.

1. Protecting employees from retaliation for discussing pay.

You can’t remedy pay discrimination if you have no idea that you are making less than the man across the hall. When workers fear retaliation for talking about their pay, any wage gap they face is likely to continue to grow, undiscovered, in the shadows. By restricting employees’ ability to talk about their pay, employers seek to rob employees of the power that pay transparency can unlock. About 60% of workers in the private sector nationally are either forbidden or strongly discouraged from discussing their pay with their colleagues.
The significantly narrower gender wage gap for employees working in the public sector—where pay secrecy rules are uncommon and pay is often publicly disclosed—suggests the difference that transparency makes. Only 15.1% of public sector employees report that discussing their wages is either prohibited or discouraged. In the federal government, where pay rates and scales are more transparent and publicly available, and unionization rates are higher, the overall gender wage gap is 7%—significantly smaller than the overall gender wage gap of 18%.

The Paycheck Fairness Act stops employers from prohibiting or punishing employees for asking about, discussing, or disclosing information about pay and makes clear that employees cannot contract away or waive their rights to discuss and disclose pay. This reform is necessary because protection for talking about pay shouldn’t depend on where you live or whether you work in a particular kind of job. Nineteen states—including Massachusetts, Connecticut, New Hampshire, New York, New Jersey, and Vermont—and the District of Columbia have enacted such protections in recent years. And under federal law, employees have a patchwork of insufficient protections. Pursuant to Executive Order 13665 of 2014, federal contractors are prohibited from discriminating against employees and job applicants who inquire about, discuss, or disclose either their own or others’ compensation; but that rule does not reach all private employers. Section 7 of the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) protects workers’ rights to have conversations about wages as “concerted activities for the purpose of collective bargaining or other mutual aid or protection”; courts and the National Labor Relations Board have also found that pay secrecy rules can be unfair labor practices under the NLRA because they restrain protected concerted activity. But NLRA protections do not extend to supervisors, public sector employees, domestic and agricultural workers, and various employees of railways and airlines, and remedies for violations of employee rights under the NLRA are often not robust enough to act as a significant deterrent to employers. Finally, the fact that employers continue to maintain punitive pay secrecy policies demonstrates that our existing laws are not enough to protect workers from these policies. The Paycheck Fairness Act would ensure that all workers enjoy robust protections for talking about their pay.

2. Collecting pay data to help identify and address pay discrimination.

Because pay is often cloaked in secrecy, women and people of color can be paid less for doing the same job for many years without knowing it. Receiving equal pay shouldn’t have to depend on an anonymous note writer letting you know you are being underpaid. That is why we need strong federal enforcement of pay discrimination laws and why we need employers to look at their own pay practices and close any pay gaps that aren’t justified by legitimate factors like differences in qualifications. The Paycheck Fairness Act would further both goals by requiring employers to report pay data by race, ethnicity, and gender to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), and for that data to be shared with the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP).

The Paycheck Fairness Act also clarifies that OFCCP has the authority to collect and analyze compensation data. OFCCP is required by law to affirmatively conduct reviews to ensure that businesses with federal contracts comply with equal employment measures, including Executive Order 11246, which prohibits discrimination in employment based on race, color, religion, national origin, and gender. Federal law also imposes affirmative action plan requirements on contractors, which include identifying
compensation disparities, and conducting self-audits on federal contractors or first prime subcontractors with fifty or more employees and a contract of at least $50,000.45

The current COVID-19 pandemic and its immediate and long-term economic impacts heighten the importance of proactive efforts to address gender, race, and ethnicity-based wage gaps and pay discrimination. The pandemic and the unemployment/underemployment crisis it has ushered in has exposed and exacerbated existing inequities and economic insecurities that increase risk of workplace discrimination and harassment, including pay discrimination. Now, workers are more desperate to keep a paycheck at any cost; they are less willing to uncover and challenge discrimination and workplace abuses, and face retaliation for doing so. The threat of retaliation is all too real; retaliation continued to be the most frequently cited claim in all charges filed with the EEOC in FY 2020.46 The pandemic is also likely to exacerbate the challenges women face in hiring, promotion, and advancement.

Pay data reporting by employers promises to shine light on race and gender pay disparities, increase the likelihood of employer self-analysis and self-correction, and identify areas of concern for further investigation by enforcement agencies. It ensures that employers are reviewing wage data by sex, race, and ethnicity. The reporting requirement provides an opportunity and strong incentive for employers to proactively self-evaluate their pay practices and not only correct unjustified pay disparities, but prevent them from occurring in the first place. Countries around the world have passed legislation requiring analysis and disclosure of compensation data,47 and research shows the positive effects of pay data and wage-gap reporting and public disclosure mandates.48 Disclosure requirements are a key driver of pay audits internationally; according to a recent survey of businesses in the U.K., which implemented a public disclosure requirement in 2018, “54% of U.K. respondents cite pay data reporting requirements from federal/national and regional governments as external drivers for them to perform pay equity analyses, versus 28% for their U.S. counterparts.”49

Reporting this data also will allow the EEOC to see which employers have racial or gender pay gaps that differ significantly from the pay patterns from other employers in their industry and region. By comparing wage data for firms employing workers in the same job categories, in the same industry, in the same location, in the same year, the EEOC will be able to tell which employers’ pay practices may present problems and investigate pay discrimination more efficiently.

The Paycheck Fairness Act’s requirement of pay data collection is especially critical because of opposition from employers and prior administrations to efforts by the EEOC and OFCCP to collect this type of pay data.50 For instance, in 2017 the Trump administration halted an Obama administration initiative that required companies with 100 or more employees to report confidentially employee pay by job category, sex, race, and ethnicity as part of their annual Employer Information Report (EEO-1) to the EEOC.51 Following litigation initiated by the National Women’s Law Center and its partners, the EEOC was ordered to collect compensation information from employers for 2017 and 2018, and did so.52 Nevertheless, in 2019, the EEOC revised the EEO-1 form to eliminate future Component 2 reporting,53 and OFCCP announced that it would neither seek nor rely on the Component 2 compensation data collected by the EEOC for its enforcement efforts.54 Finally, in the summer of 2020, the EEOC announced it had contracted with the National Academy of Science, Engineering and Medicine’s Committee on National Statistics to select an expert panel to evaluate the utility of the 2017 and 2018 compensation data it collected pursuant to court order.55 That effort is ongoing56 and its impact on future pay data collection initiatives by the EEOC and OFCCP is unknown. In the meantime, the Paycheck Fairness Act
ensures that employers will not be able to continue to sweep pay discrimination under the rug, deepening the harm to women and their families struggling to survive the current crisis. Congress could further promote equal pay by ensuring that OFCCP has the authority to enforce the Equal Pay Act against federal contractors.

3. Limiting employers’ reliance on salary history in the hiring process.

The Paycheck Fairness Act prohibits employers from relying on prior salary history in setting pay, a key measure for closing the gender wage gap. Employers commonly rely on this information to determine what salary to offer an applicant, and for applicants who have received unequal pay or suffered pay discrimination in a past job, salary history information ensures that the effects of past discrimination will follow them from one job to the next.

According to a recent study by Harvard Business Review, a significant percentage of employers who conduct pay equity audits found that relying on applicants’ salary history is a key driver of gender pay gaps within their companies.\(^{57}\) It is well-documented that women, especially women of color, face overt discrimination and unconscious biases in the workplaces, including in pay.\(^{58}\) By using a woman’s salary history to evaluate her suitability for a position or to set her new salary, new employers allow past discrimination to drive hiring and pay decisions, which in turn, keeps women’s pay stagnant.\(^{59}\) Gender-based discrimination in pay is further compounded by race for women of color.

Use of salary history as a pay-setting mechanism not only perpetuates these gender- and race-based disparities in the workforce, but it is also an imperfect proxy for an applicant’s value or interest in a position. For example, particularly relevant as COVID-19 has driven millions of women out of the workforce, extended time out of the workforce further limits the relevance of an applicant’s salary history. Relying on salary history can lead to depressed wages for individuals who have previously worked in the public sector or in non-profits and are moving into the private sector. It can also deprive senior individuals with higher salaries who are looking to change jobs or re-enter the workforce the opportunity to be considered for lower paying jobs they might seek.

In 2016, Massachusetts became the first state to prohibit employers from seeking salary history from job applicants,\(^{60}\) and thirteen states and Puerto Rico have followed.\(^{61}\) Several governors and mayors have issued executive orders\(^{62}\) and local municipalities have passed ordinances or issued human resources policies incorporating similar bans.\(^{63}\)

Recent research shows that state salary history bans are helping to narrow gender and racial wage gaps, including increasing employer transparency when it comes to pay.\(^{64}\) These bans have resulted in higher wages for job-changers by an average of 8% for women and 13% for African Americans compared to control groups, according to a Boston University analysis of the effects of salary history bans in several states.\(^{65}\)

Many companies, such as Amazon, American Express, and Bank of America, have recognized that reliance on salary history information perpetuates gender wage gaps, and that such a practice is neither necessary nor good for business.\(^{56}\) In fact, ending reliance on salary history helps businesses attract and retain diverse and qualified talent. One human resources professional called the practice of relying on salary history “intrusive and heavy-handed . . . It’s a Worst Practice . . . It hurts an employer’s brand and drives the best candidates away.”\(^{67}\) Moreover, a recent study showed that when salary history
information was taken out of the equation, the employers studied ended up widening the pool of workers under consideration, and interviewing and ultimately hiring individuals who had made less money in the past. Finally, by ending reliance on salary history, a practice that unjustifiably perpetuates gender and racial gaps in a workplace, employers will also be able to decrease their exposure to litigation.

4. Eliminating a loophole in the “factor other than sex” affirmative defense that perpetuates pay disparities.

In cases brought under the Equal Pay Act, a plaintiff has the substantial initial burden of establishing that she is being paid less than a male employee for performing substantially equal work, requiring equal skill, effort, and responsibility under similar working conditions. If she makes this showing, an employer still may avoid liability for pay discrimination by proving that a wage disparity is justified by one of four affirmative defenses, including that the employer set wages based on a “factor other than sex.”

Some courts have adopted interpretations of this affirmative defense that create a large loophole in the guarantee of equal pay for women. For instance, some courts have interpreted this affirmative defense so broadly that factors such as a male worker’s stronger salary negotiation skills or higher previous salary qualify, even if these factors themselves may be “based on sex.” In addition, some courts have accepted the argument that employers can rely on vague, ill-defined “market forces” excuses to justify pay discrimination between men and women doing equal work. Relying on “market forces” or market value alone as a justification for offering a male employee a higher salary than a similarly situated female employee to prevent him from leaving, or to recruit him from another employer, is the type of compensation practice that invites stereotyping and faulty assumptions about women’s competence and value. In contrast, other courts have scrutinized employers’ proffered justifications for sex-based wage disparities, and have recognized that the Equal Pay Act requires that any “factor other than sex” that justifies paying a woman less than a man for the same work must be closely tied to an employer’s business needs.

The Paycheck Fairness Act would resolve the uncertainty in the law and ensure that employers would no longer be able to justify paying women less for the same work as men based on faulty and invalid justifications that are not related to the job or any business necessity. The Paycheck Fairness Act closes the “factor other than sex” loophole by adding a requirement that the factor proffered by the employer be “bona fide,” ensuring that the factor is, in fact, neutral and unrelated to sex. It makes clear that the “factor other than sex” affirmative defense only excuses a pay differential when that factor is related to the position in question, forwards a business necessity, and accounts for the entire pay differential. In addition, the Paycheck Fairness Act would ensure that if an employee demonstrates that there is an alternative practice that would serve the employer’s same business purpose without producing the pay disparity, which the employer has refused to adopt, the employee can succeed in her Equal Pay Act claim. A growing chorus of states have taken similar steps to close the legal loopholes courts have created in this defense, including Maryland, New Jersey, New York, Washington, and California.
Through these robust protections, the Paycheck Fairness Act would help ensure that the Equal Pay Act’s promise of equal pay for equal work is not swallowed by a loophole that allows pay discrimination to persist.

5. Modifying the “establishment” requirement to strengthen employees’ ability to prove pay discrimination.

The Paycheck Fairness Act prevents an employer from paying a male employee more than a female employee who is doing the same job for the employer on the other side of town—because a few miles’ distance is no justification for pay discrimination. Currently, in order to succeed in an Equal Pay Act claim, not only must the employee show that the employer paid her less for performing substantially the same work as a male employee, she must show they were both working in the “same establishment.” The term “same establishment” is not defined, but courts have interpreted it to mean “a distinct physical place of business.” This can be an obstacle for an employee who seeks to compare her job to a male employee who does the same work in a different physical location for the same employer in the same town. The Paycheck Fairness Act clarifies that comparisons may be made between employees in workplaces in the same county or similar political subdivision as well as between broader groups of workplaces in some commonsense circumstances. This is consistent with changes that states, including California and New York, have already made to their equal pay laws.

6. Facilitating class action equal pay act claims

Class actions are important for ending workplace discrimination because they reduce the barriers to seeking justice and decrease the likelihood of disparate results. When workers can come together to challenge systemic discrimination, they are less likely to face retaliation, are better able to find legal representation and share information and resources, gain strength from each other’s experiences, and can obtain a uniform resolution that will benefit many workers.

But procedures for enforcing the Equal Pay Act make it difficult for plaintiffs to come together as a class to prove systemic wage discrimination. The Equal Pay Act, which was enacted prior to adoption of the current Federal Rule of Civil Procedure governing class actions, requires that all plaintiffs opt into a suit unlike in other civil rights claims, in which class members are automatically considered part of the class until they choose to opt out. Some women may decline to opt into Equal Pay Act cases due to fear that the notice they must provide to their employer of an interest in participating in the case will subject them to retaliation. The Paycheck Fairness Act ensures that workers can come together to challenge an employer’s company-wide pay discrimination in court in conformity with other civil rights laws, and that class members are automatically considered part of the class until they choose to opt out, consistent with the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.

7. Providing strengthened penalties that deter discrimination and make workers whole.

When a woman is paid less than a man for doing the same work, she is getting a second-class salary. We should not add insult to injury by giving her a second-class remedy for discrimination, as the law does today. She deserves to be made whole.

Robust remedies for violating equal pay laws are also essential to incentivizing employers to lead the way in tackling the wage gap and to fully compensating victims of pay discrimination. Weak remedies for
pay discrimination mean that employers that discriminate in pay can come out ahead by gambling that they won’t get caught. And when paired with pay secrecy they likely will not get caught. Unlike those who challenge wage disparities based on race or ethnicity, who are entitled to receive full compensatory and punitive damages pursuant to Section 1981, successful plaintiffs who challenge sex-based wage discrimination under the Equal Pay Act may receive only back pay and, in limited cases, an equal amount as liquidated damages. Even where liquidated damages are available the amounts available to compensate plaintiffs tend to be insubstantial. Furthermore, because plaintiffs with Equal Pay Act claims are not entitled to compensatory or punitive damages, they will not be made whole for out-of-pocket expenses caused by the discrimination—like a new job search or medical expenses—and for any emotional harm and pain and suffering caused by the discrimination, such as humiliation, anxiety, or depression.

Workers also may challenge sex-based pay discrimination under Title VII, which does provide for the recovery of compensatory and punitive damages. However, an individual’s recovery of compensatory and punitive damages is capped under federal law depending on the size of the employer. These caps were set in 1991 and have not been adjusted for inflation or any other reason in the last 30 years. For a plaintiff succeeding in a pay discrimination case against an employer with 15-100 employees, for example, damages are capped at $50,000, regardless of the magnitude of harm experienced or the culpability of the employer. Even for employers with more than 500 employees, damages are capped at $300,000. This means that in the most egregious cases of sex-based pay discrimination, if a jury awarded a plaintiff millions of dollars in compensatory and punitive damages, the most she could recover from a large employer is $300,000, which will often be insufficient to compensate her for the injuries she suffered. That is what happened to Lilly Ledbetter—a jury found in her favor and awarded her back pay and approximately $3.3 million in compensatory and punitive damages. However, due to the damages caps, her award was reduced to $300,000. She subsequently lost that award when the Supreme Court adopted a restrictive interpretation of the statute of limitations that prevented recovery.

These limitations on remedies not only deprive women subjected to wage discrimination of full relief—they also substantially limit the deterrent effect of the Equal Pay Act. Limited remedies and damages caps mean that employers can refrain from addressing, or even examining, pay disparities in their workforces without fear of substantial penalties for this failure. Arbitrary limits on damages also encourage employers to frame the discrimination faced by women of color as only sex-based, and therefore subject to limitations—ignoring the complex and often intersectional nature of the discrimination employees have suffered. These are all reasons why an increasing number of states have recognized the need for robust remedies and penalties for pay discrimination, including Utah, Illinois, and Oregon, which have all taken steps to increase damages and penalties for equal pay violations in the last few years.

Over the years, some have suggested that strengthening remedies in the Equal Pay Act would inappropriately expand litigation. Those arguments of course ignore the reality of how difficult it is for workers to uncover pay discrimination, find and afford legal counsel, and file and successfully litigate pay discrimination claims. Nor have critics of the Paycheck Fairness Act provided evidence of increased litigation in states that have strengthened their equal pay laws in similar ways.

Moreover, proposals to limit contingency fee arrangements would only serve to skew the balance of power further in favor of employers. Such efforts would limit the ability of a worker to hire a lawyer but
place no such limitation on a defendant employer. A contingency fee arrangement can enable a worker to engage representation without significant up-front resources. Employers often are highly resourced and can hire high-powered attorneys—and pay them enormous fees—without any limitation. Limitations on contingency fees are designed to make it even harder for workers to succeed in challenging pay discrimination, thereby perpetuating harmful gender and racial wage gaps. It is workers in low-paid jobs—many of whom are on the front lines of this crisis—who would feel this restriction the most and would be left unable to find legal counsel because of their inability to pay out of pocket up front, allowing unscrupulous employers in low-wage industries to violate the law without significant fear of consequences.

The Paycheck Fairness Act would ensure that victims of pay discrimination could be made whole and would make it less likely that employers would conclude that pay discrimination was worth the risk. It would make compensatory and punitive damages available under the Equal Pay Act, ensuring that those experiencing sex-based pay discrimination have access to the same remedies as those experiencing race-based pay discrimination.

* * *

Women in the U.S. are loudly demanding a change in the systems that have shortchanged them and the families who depend on their earnings for far too long. We cannot build back an economy that works for everyone without ensuring that all women can work with equality, safety, and dignity, starting with pay equity. The Paycheck Fairness Act is part of the response to our urgent call for a shift in the ways of doing business that have persistently devalued women’s work. We urge you to prioritize the Paycheck Fairness Act by swiftly passing this important legislation.

III.  **THE NATIONAL WOMEN’S LAW CENTER STRONGLY SUPPORTS H.R. 1065, THE PREGNANT WORKERS FAIRNESS ACT.**

Before Congress passed the federal Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978, it was common for employers to categorically exclude pregnant women from the workplace. The Pregnancy Discrimination Act changed this forever by making indisputably clear that the right to be free from discrimination on the basis of sex includes: (1) the right not to be treated adversely because of pregnancy, childbirth, or related medical conditions; and (2) the right of workers affected by pregnancy, childbirth, or related medical conditions to be treated the same as other employees who are not so affected but are “similar in their ability or inability to work” with respect to all aspects of employment, including benefits, insurance, leave policies, and workplace accommodations.82

Over 40 years after passage of the Pregnancy Discrimination Act, however, pregnant workers still face challenges on the job. This is especially so in jobs that require physical activity like lifting, standing, or repetitive motion—activities that may pose difficulty to some workers during some stages of pregnancy. Many of these pregnant workers could continue to work without risk to themselves or their pregnancies with temporary, and often minor, job modifications. But in the absence of such a modification, a pregnant worker may face a choice no one should have to make—between the health of her pregnancy and her job.

The Pregnant Workers Fairness Act, H.R. 1065, would ensure that pregnant workers can continue to do their jobs and support their families by setting out a simple, easy to apply legal standard that would
provide clarity for employers and employees alike; it would require employers to make reasonable workplace adjustments for those workers who need them due to pregnancy, childbirth, and related medical conditions, like lactation, unless the accommodation imposes an undue hardship on the employer. Because pregnancy itself is temporary, these accommodations are short-term and are frequently low-cost, such as providing a stool to sit on rather than requiring a worker to stand during a shift or allowing a pregnant worker to keep a bottle of water by her workstation. The COVID-19 pandemic has only further exacerbated the need for a clear standard for accommodations for pregnant workers, and robust measures to keep women—who have borne the brunt of COVID-19 job losses—attached to the workforce. Providing accommodations ensures that pregnant workers can work safely while pregnant instead of getting pushed out of work at the very moment when they and their families are preparing for the expenses associated with a new baby.83

Public support for the Pregnant Workers Fairness Act is high. In March 2019, the National Women’s Law Center commissioned a poll to assess voters’ views on core issues related to gender equity. In a national survey of 2,000 registered voters, we found extremely strong support across the political spectrum for the Pregnant Workers Fairness Act. Eighty-nine percent of voters, including 96% of Democrats, 84% of Republicans, and 85% of Independents, supported Congress acting to “require employers to make reasonable accommodations for pregnant workers who have a medical need for temporary changes at work,” with more than half of all voters voicing “strong” support for this proposal.84 In February 2020, polling found that 89% of voters favor this bill, including across party lines. The lowest level of support comes from “very conservative” voters, 80% of whom support the Pregnant Workers Fairness Act.85

This overwhelming voter support has been a factor leading to a wave of bipartisan legislation in the states ensuring reasonable accommodations for pregnant workers. Thirty states and the District of Columbia have passed bills or issued Executive Orders to explicitly grant pregnant employees, or certain categories of pregnant employees, the right to reasonable accommodations at work. Twenty-five of these bills have been passed in the last eight years alone, all with bipartisan support, and in the majority of cases with unanimous or near-unanimous support.86 States including South Carolina, Kentucky, Nebraska, North Dakota, West Virginia, and Utah, as well as states such as Massachusetts, Oregon, Delaware, and New Jersey, have passed legislation to ensure that pregnant workers receive reasonable accommodations when they need them to continue working safely.87

But the right to reasonable accommodations should not depend on where you happen to live, and pregnant workers across the country, particularly the many Black and brown women who are essential workers on the front lines of COVID-19, cannot afford to continue to wait for Congress to act. On September 17, 2020, the House of Representatives passed the PWFA in a bipartisan 329-73 vote—with 103 Republicans voting in support of the bill. The National Women’s Law Center urges the 117th Congress to seize the opportunity to make a real difference in the lives of women and their families and pass the Pregnant Workers Fairness Act without delay.

A. **Women who work in low-wage jobs disproportionately need accommodations, and without them, they face dire economic and health consequences.**

Many women can work through their pregnancies without any changes in their jobs. However, for some pregnant women, particular job activities—such as lifting, bending, or standing for long periods—can pose a challenge at some point during a pregnancy. For example, workers employed in four of the ten
most common occupations for pregnant workers—retail salesperson; waiter or waitress; nursing, psychiatric and home health aide; and cashier—report continuously standing on the job, and prolonged standing at work has been shown to more than triple the odds of pregnant women taking leave during pregnancy or becoming unemployed. These women may have a medical need for temporary adjustments of job duties or work rules so that they can continue to work safely and support their families. But too often when pregnant workers ask for modest accommodations recommended by their doctors, like a stool to sit on or the right to drink water during a shift, they are instead forced onto unpaid leave or even fired. Indeed, one survey estimated that a quarter of a million pregnant workers are denied their requests for reasonable workplace accommodations nationally every year. When an employer refuses an accommodation request, requiring a pregnant worker to choose between following medical advice and following a boss’s orders, it can have grave implications for her health and the health of her pregnancy, as well as serious financial repercussions.

Workers in low-paid occupations, where work rules and work culture are often particularly inflexible, appear to be especially likely to be denied accommodations for pregnancy. For instance, over 40% of full-time workers in low-paid jobs report that their employers do not permit them to decide when to take breaks, and roughly half report having very little or no control over the scheduling of hours. This culture of inflexibility can lead to reflexive denials when workers in low-paid jobs seek pregnancy-related accommodations, which is of particular concern given that more than one in five (20.9%) pregnant workers is employed in a low-paid job. Moreover, pregnant Black women and Latinas are disproportionately represented in low-paid jobs. Nearly one in three Black and Latina pregnant workers hold low-paid jobs (30.0% and 31.3%, respectively). This means a lack of clear legal rights to pregnancy accommodations likely hits Black women and Latinas particularly hard. Many of the same Black and Latina workers in low-paid jobs, for whom pregnancy accommodations are most urgently needed, have been hardest hit by the COVID-19 pandemic.

When women who have limitations stemming from pregnancy are forced off the job instead of being accommodated, their families can suffer a devastating loss of income at the very moment their financial needs are increasing. Mothers’ earnings are crucial to most families’ financial security and well-being—in 2017, 41% of mothers nationally were sole or primary breadwinners, and nearly another one-quarter of mothers were co-breadwinners, bringing home 25% to 49% of earnings for their families.

For this reason, many pregnant workers denied the accommodations they need to continue working safely will have no choice other than to continue to work; these women are often put at risk of serious health consequences, such as miscarriage, pre-term birth, pregnancy-induced hypertension and preeclampsia, congenital anomalies, and low birth weight. Premature birth is the leading cause of death during the first month of a baby’s life, and can cause developmental delays and intellectual disabilities. Low birth weight babies face increased health risks at birth such as breathing difficulties, bleeding in the brain, heart problems, intestinal issues, and potential vision problems. While many measures must work in lock-step to ensure the best possible health outcomes for pregnant people—including ensuring that workers and their dependents have access to comprehensive and affordable pregnancy and post-partum health coverage—the Pregnant Workers Fairness Act is a critical measure to help address our nation’s unacceptable pregnancy-related health outcomes.

While the stakes are high for pregnant workers with a medical need for accommodation, only a small number of employees will need pregnancy accommodations in any given year, meaning that the
employers’ burden in providing such accommodations is slight. Only about 1.5% of workers give birth each year, and only a fraction of those pregnant workers would require accommodations.101 Even in the occupations where they are most likely to be employed, pregnant women represent a negligible share of total workers. For example, pregnant women are most likely to work as elementary and middle school teachers, but only 3.2% of all elementary and middle school teachers are pregnant in a given year. 102

Those workers who are pregnant, however, typically work late into their pregnancies, which may increase the need for an accommodation. The United States Census Bureau shows that, out of all first-time mothers who worked while pregnant between 2006 and 2008 (the most recent years for which data is available), 88% worked into their last trimester, while 65% worked into their last month of pregnancy.103

B. Federal law too often leaves pregnant workers unprotected and without recourse.

The existing federal laws on the books are not sufficient to protect pregnant workers with medical needs for accommodation from discrimination. Some pregnant workers experiencing significant pregnancy complications have been able to obtain accommodations under the Americans with Disabilities Act or state law equivalents.104 These laws implement the fundamental principle that physical limitations that can be reasonably accommodated without an undue hardship to the employer should not force people out of work. However, courts have been reluctant to treat the physical limitations and medical needs that can arise out of a normally-progressing pregnancy as disabilities.105 Pregnancy is not considered a disability as a matter of law or logic, and thus courts have typically required plaintiffs seeking a pregnancy-related accommodation under the Americans with Disabilities Act to demonstrate that they have a significant pregnancy complication that constitutes a disability106—but this leaves many pregnant workers with physical needs for accommodation unprotected. For instance, a woman may need a bigger uniform or a new bullet-proof vest to accommodate her growing pregnancy—this need is indicative of a normally progressing pregnancy, yet may require an accommodation. In other circumstances, pregnant workers may seek accommodations precisely because they wish to prevent pregnancy complications that are likely in the absence of accommodation, yet courts have held that the Americans with Disabilities Act provides no right to such preventive accommodations.107

Pregnant workers who need to take time away from work because of pregnancy complications may be able to access unpaid leave under the Family and Medical Leave Act, if they work for an employer with at least 50 employees and otherwise meet the Family and Medical Leave Act’s eligibility conditions.108 While the Family and Medical Leave Act is very important and helpful to many individuals who need time off, what many pregnant workers want is to be able to continue to do their job—and many could do so and keep earning income for their families with reasonable accommodations to work rules or duties. The Family and Medical Leave Act does not provide a solution for these workers. And while the Pregnancy Discrimination Act significantly changed the landscape for pregnant workers and provides critical protections against pregnancy discrimination, many courts have unfortunately interpreted the Pregnancy Discrimination Act and state law equivalents narrowly and allowed employers to refuse to accommodate workers with medical needs arising out of pregnancy, even when they routinely accommodated other limitations.
In 2015 in *Young v. United Parcel Serv. (UPS)*, the Supreme Court held that when an employer accommodates workers who are similar to pregnant workers in their ability to work, it cannot refuse to accommodate pregnant workers who need it simply because it “is more expensive or less convenient” to accommodate pregnant workers too. The Court also held that an employer that fails to accommodate pregnant workers violates the Pregnancy Discrimination Act when its accommodation policies impose a “significant burden” on pregnant workers that outweighs any justification the employer offers for those policies. Peggy Young was working as a driver for UPS when she became pregnant and was advised by her health care provider that she should not lift more than 20 pounds during her pregnancy. Although UPS accommodated needs for alternative duties for several groups of workers—those injured on the job, those protected by the Americans with Disabilities Act, and those who lost their commercial drivers’ licenses because of medical or other reasons—the company refused to accommodate Peggy Young. Instead, UPS pushed Peggy Young onto unpaid leave for the last six months of her pregnancy despite her desire and ability to work; as a result, she lost her paycheck and her UPS-provided health insurance. She sued UPS for violating the Pregnancy Discrimination Act.

In *Young*, the Supreme Court altered the legal tests for pregnancy accommodation claims in several important ways. First, the Court made clear that a plaintiff successfully makes an initial showing in a pregnancy discrimination case challenging the denial of an accommodation when she shows (1) that she was pregnant; (2) that she sought accommodation; (3) that the employer did not accommodate her; (4) that the employer did accommodate others “similar in their ability or inability to work.” Second, the Court offered some clarification about how an employer may and may not defend an accommodation policy when the pregnant worker has made their showing. The employer may offer a “legitimate, nondiscriminatory” reason for the difference in treatment, but evidence that it is more expensive or less convenient to accommodate pregnant workers does not constitute a legitimate reason. Third, the Court set out a new way in which a pregnant employee may prove that the employer’s stated legitimate reason is actually a pretext and that the employer is actually motivated by discrimination against pregnant women. The Court explained that when a pregnant worker shows the accommodation policies impose a significant burden on pregnant workers that outweigh any justifications offered by an employer, this can demonstrate intentional discrimination.

The Young decision was an important victory for pregnant workers, but despite the Supreme Court’s affirmation that a refusal to accommodate pregnancy can run afoul of the Pregnancy Discrimination Act, in case after case in the courts since *Young*, workers denied pregnancy accommodations have had their cases thrown out. The multi-step balancing test set out in *Young* has left courts, employers, and employees confused about when exactly the Pregnancy Discrimination Act requires pregnancy accommodations.

**C. The Pregnant Workers Fairness Act will ensure that pregnant workers are no longer forced off the job because of limitations that can be reasonably accommodated.**

The Pregnant Workers Fairness Act has been narrowly drafted to specifically address employer requirements to provide reasonable accommodations for employees with limitations arising out of pregnancy, childbirth, or a related medical condition. For example, an employer might be required to modify a no-food-or-drink policy for a pregnant employee who experiences painful or potentially dangerous uterine contractions when she does not regularly drink water, or an employer might be
required to provide an available light duty position to a pregnant police officer who was temporarily unable to go on patrol because no bulletproof vest would fit her.

The bill would prohibit employers from discriminating against employees because they need this sort of reasonable accommodation. The Pregnant Workers Fairness Act would also prohibit employers from forcing a pregnant employee onto leave when another reasonable accommodation would allow the employee to continue to work. Neither would she be forced to accept an unnecessary accommodation, if she did not, in fact, have a limitation arising out of pregnancy, childbirth, or a related medical condition.

The Pregnant Workers Fairness Act relies on a reasonable accommodation framework already familiar to employers accustomed to the Americans with Disabilities Act’s requirements, and the text of the bill defines “reasonable accommodation” and “undue hardship” by reference to Section 101 of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 and its implementing regulations. This definition includes incorporation of the Americans with Disabilities Act’s interactive process between employer and employee that will typically be used to come to agreement as to an appropriate reasonable accommodation.

The bill includes an explicit waiver of state immunity. The remedies provided by the Pregnant Workers Fairness Act are a “congruent and proportional” response addressing a pattern of sex discrimination in violation of the Equal Protection Clause by public employers against pregnant employees, and thus state sovereign immunity is appropriately waived pursuant to Congress’s powers under Section Five of the Fourteenth Amendment.

As recognized by the Supreme Court, gender stereotypes about “mothers or mothers to be” have led to pervasive sex discrimination by state government employers in violation of the Equal Protection Clause: “denial or curtailment of women’s employment opportunities has been traceable directly to the pervasive presumption that women are mothers first, and workers second.” The Pregnant Workers Fairness Act’s accommodation requirement is a congruent and proportional response to this pattern of discrimination against pregnant employees motivated by just such stereotypes. “Legislation enacted under § 5 must be targeted at ‘conduct transgressing the Fourteenth Amendment’s substantive provisions,’ but Congress is not limited to narrowly prohibiting acts forbidden by the Fourteenth Amendment itself. Instead, “Congress may enact so-called prophylactic legislation that proscribes facially constitutional conduct, in order to prevent and deter unconstitutional conduct.” In particular, use of Section Five power is appropriate to remedy or deter constitutional violations involving “subtle discrimination that may be difficult to detect on a case-by-case basis.”

The Pregnant Workers Fairness Act’s accommodation requirement prevents and deters just such subtle and difficult to prove discrimination. The invidious gender stereotype that pregnant women are not competent or committed workers, or that it is inappropriate for pregnant women to be in the paid workforce at all, often motivates employer refusal to accommodate pregnancy. The Pregnant Workers Fairness Act’s reasonable accommodation framework remedies this pattern of discrimination while relieving individual employees of the burden of proving that an employer’s inflexible imposition of workplace standards reflects sex stereotyping that flows from these stereotypes.
D. The Pregnant Workers Fairness Act is a commonsense solution.

Accommodating the medical needs of pregnant workers is not only good for working women and families, but also for business. Accommodations make economic and business sense, as they can increase productivity, reduce absenteeism, and improve employee satisfaction and retention, among other benefits.

The PWFA has won the support of business groups like the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and the Society for Human Resource Management, as well as 27 businesses from across states and industries. In a letter signed by Adobe, Amalgamated Bank, Chobani, Cigna Corp., Facebook, ICM Partners, L’Oreal USA, Levi Strauss & Co., Microsoft Corporation, and Spotify, among others, they underscored that women’s labor force participation is critical to the strength of companies and the growth of the national economy. These employers recognize that the passage of the Pregnant Workers Fairness Act would be an important step to ensuring the health, safety, and productivity of the modern workforce.

On September 9, 2020, the Congressional Budget Office produced a score on the Pregnant Workers Fairness Act that found the cost of the bill to be negligible save for about $3 million in the first three years after EEOC issues regulations. A survey by the Job Accommodation Network (JAN), a technical assistance provider to the Department of Labor, found that the majority of employers that provided ADA accommodations to employees with disabilities reported that the accommodations did not impose any new costs on the employer. Of those employers that reported a cost for accommodations, the majority reported a one-time cost of $500 or less. Because accommodations provided to pregnant workers are temporary, the costs associated with these accommodations, if any, are likely to be substantially less than the already low costs associated with providing accommodations to workers with permanent disabilities. Employers also report significant benefits from providing accommodations including improved recruitment and retention of employees, increased employee commitment, increased productivity, reduced absenteeism, improvements in workplace safety and increased diversity.

* * *

The National Women’s Law Center strongly supports H.R. 1065. Working families cannot afford to wait for the Pregnant Workers Fairness Act any longer. More than 40 years after the passage of the Pregnancy Discrimination Act, it is unconscionable that pregnant workers across the country continue to face discrimination when seeking reasonable accommodations that would allow them to continue to work safely. No one who is pregnant should be forced to choose between ignoring her doctor’s advice and losing her job at a time when both her health and the economic security of her family are absolutely crucial. We urge swift passage of this commonsense and common ground bill.

---
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